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PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION MD AERODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS ASSOCIM!ED
WITH HEAT ADDITION TO SUPERSONIC AIR STREAM ADJACENT TO
TWO-DIMENSIONAL SUPERSONIC WING
By I. Dwing Pinkel, John S. Sertiini
and John L. Gregg
sl.ML4RY
The modifications in the pressure distributions
coefficients associated tith addition of heat to the
supersonic intiscid flow,field ad3acent to the lower
and the aerodynamic
two-dimensional
surface of a
*
5-&rcent-thickness symmetrical c~rcular-arc wing are presented in this
report. The pressure Mstributions are obtained by the use of a graphi-
cal method which gives the two-dimensional supersonic irrvisci”dflow
* field obtained with moderate heat addition. The variation is given of
the lift-drag ratio and of the aerodynamic coefficients of lift, drag,
and moment with free-stream Mach number, angle of attack, and parameters
defining extent and amount of heat addition. The six graphical solu-
tions used in this study included Mach numbers of 3.0 and 5.0 and angles
of attack of 0° and 20.
A moderate addition of heat in the manner described produced a “
significant increase in the lift coefficient, the moment coefficient,
and the lift-drag ratio. For the wing shape and the angles of attack
considered, this addition of heat generated somethrust which appeared
as a slight decrease in the drag coefficient for the graphical solutions
obtained.
An eqpa.tionis presented for computing the
to obtain a given increase in total temperature
tube.
INTRODUCTION
The
-i
eters of
has been
u
heat addition required
across the heated stream
effect of moderate heat addition on the flow and state param-
the flow fields of various aerodynamic and propulsive bodies
considered for some time (references 1 to 3). In reference 1 :“ ‘“..
.-. .
.
. .
2is -presenteda theory for the one-dimensional
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flow of a steady com-
pressible fluid flow in ducts with heat addition. The problem of a
small rate of heat addition in the vicinity of a circular cylinder in a
subsonic flow field which is uniform at infinity is considered in refer-
ence 2. The addition of heat to the external air flow around projec-
tiles, the so-called external ram jet, is considered in reference 3.
The theory developed by Hicks (reference 2) is at the present time,
however, limited to the treatment of special subsonic compressible
inviscid flow problems. By means of the graphical method presented in
reference 4, the two-dimensional flow fields with moderate heat addlticm
to the flow about given aero@amic or propulsive bodies for supersonic
inviscid flows can’be constructed.
This report represents an appraisal of the modifications in pres-
sure distribution and the aerodynamic coefficients“associatedwith heat
addition to the flow underneath a two-dimensional wing in supersonic
fllght l Essentially, it gives.a preliminary survey made at the I’$ACA
Lewis laboratory of the effect of some of the important variables
involved. Included among these variables are flight Mach number,
stagnation-temperatureratio across the heated portion of the flow,
chordwise distribution of heat added to the flow, and wing angle of
attack. All pressure distribution computations are made for a 5-percent-
thickness symmetrical two-dimensional supersonic wing (no sweep back)
whose upper and lower surfaces are circular arcs. The results obtained
apply as a first approximation to.two-dimensional sharp-edged wings
having a 5-percent thickness but a different profile. I?oconsideration
is given to the problem of the means by which heat addition to a super-
sonic flow may be accomplished.
METHOD AND SCOPX OF COMPUTATIONS
For all cases considered herein, the pressure distributions
associated with the addition of heat to the flow were obtained by the
graphical method for mapping a two-dimensional supersonic flow with heat
addition described in reference 4. This graphical method is valid for
heat addition to a supersonic fluid flow in which heat conduction does
not occur. The wing qection employed for this study is illustrated
schematically in figure 1. The symmetrical 5-percent-thicknestiairfoil
has surfaces which are circular arcs with radius of curvature of 5.0125
chords. The symbols to be used in the following presentation are listed
in appendtx A. In figure 1 the heat addition region A beneath the wing
is downstream of the leading-edge shock wave and is considered”to be
adjacent to the wing surface. In order to apply the method of graphical
solution,the heat additicm region A is considered to be divided into
chordwise intervals”.ineach interval of which a constant fractional
change ‘intotal temperature AT/T occurs. In the region A the lines of
constant stagnation temperature are approximately normal to the local
streamlines (reference 4).
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The principal geometric variables employed herein are defined in
- appendix A and are illustrated in figure 1. This study is made for the
stagnation temperature ratios of 1.243 and 1.126 and the free-stream
Mach rnmibersof 3.0 and5.O. The c~mbination of variables covered
herein appear in table I.
From the pressure distributions around the wing obtained by the
graphical constructim of the flow the wing lift, drag, and”mmnents
about the quarter-chord point were obtained from the customary expres-
sions defining these terms.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
On the basis of the limited number of cases computed, general con- , -
elusions cannot be drawn from the results obtained. A sufficient number
of cases were chosen, however, to illustrate the order of change in lift
and drag produced by change in angle of attack, free-stream Mach number,
and the principal characteristics of the heat-addition process.
Pressure Distribution
In figure 2 ar8 shown the pressure distributions about the wing
without and with heat addttion. The examples shown in this figure
correspond to and are b the same order as those given in table I.
Because an idealized frictionless two-dimensional flow is assumed, no
interaction between the flow below and above the wing occurs. For this
reason, in the present “reportthe pressure distributions over the top
surface of the wing are not influenced by the heat addition to the flow
below the wing.
?w?ked increase
wing downstream
case of no heat
The principal effect of-this heat addition is the
in’local static pressure along the lower surface of the
of the heat-addition starting point as compared with the
addition.
.
u
Aerodynamic Coefficients
Effect of varying free-stream Mach nuniber.- The variation of the
aerodynamic coefficients with the free-stream Mach number when the other
parameters being considered in this study are held constant’is plotted in
figure 3. The aero-mic coefficients in the figure were calculated
from the pressure distributions of examples 1 and 2, which are plotted
in figures 2(a) and 2(b), respectively. The coefficients of lift and
p,itchingm~ent about the quarter-chord point are given in figures 3(a)
and 3(%), respectively. The ratio of the lift coefficient with heat
addition to the lift coefficient without heat addition is 1.67 at ~
equal to 3.0 and 2,00 at ~ equal to 5.0. ~he effect of increasix
the free-stream Mach number on the quarter-chord moment coefficient is *“
more marked, the ratio of the quarter-chord moment coefficient with heat
addition to its value without heat addition being 2.47 and 4.23 for ~
equal to 3.0 and”5.0, respectively.
From the plot of the variation inpressWe-~ag coefficient.with
free-stream Mach number ~ (fig. 3(c)) it is evident that only a
-.
modest thrust is generated with the heat addition to the flow as reflec-
ted in the small reduction in pressure drag associated with heat addi-
tion. The thrust generated by the increased wing-surface pressure asso- N
ciated with heat addition to the flow depends on the shape of the lower 2
wing surface and its angle of inclination to the free-stream ~rection._
Some gain in thrust over that .reallzed@ these examples can be obtained
by providing lower wing-surface elements, inclined to give a forward
pressure-force component in the direction of flight over a large sectim
of the lower surface appreciating a pressure rise from heat additions to
the flow. It shouldbe noted that the values of drag used in figures 3
to 7 have been calculated from the pressure distributions and do not
include values of viscous drag. Although this pressure-drag reduction
amounts to only 4.8 percent at ~ equal to_3.O and 10 percent at ~
l
equal to 5.0, the corresponding marked increase in lift provides the
favorable lift-drag ratio L/D plotted in figure 3(d). In this figure ‘“ –
is shown an L/D with heat addition equal to 1.67 and 2.24 times the
u
L/D without heat addition at ~ equal to 3.0 and 5.0, respectively.
—
Effect of varying angle of attack. - The manner in which wing
angle of attack modifies the effect that heat-addition to the flow
has on the aero@Mmic coefficients as evaluated from the pressure .dls-
tribution given for examples 2 and 6 (figs. 2(b) and 2(f)) is illus-
trated in figure 4. The examples considered differ only in the angle of
attack, which is 2° for example 2 and 0° for example 6. ,Because the
value of hi~c was kept the same for example 6 as for example 2 the
value of the weight flow of heated air for example 6 at zero angle of
attack is 91.2 percent of that for example ? at an angle of attack of 2°.
It is evident that the increase in lift coefficient realized from the
addition of heat is almost constant at a value
for zero and 2° angles of attack (fig. 4(a)).
be drawn regarding the effect of heat addition
the change in moment coefficient obtained with
-0.0127 at zero angle of attack .and-0.0139 at
(fig. 4(b)).
of approximately 0.028
A similar conclusion can
on the mmqent coefficient,
heat addition being
an angle of attack of 20
As shown in figure 4(c) the pressure-drag-coefficientreduction
associated with heat addition falls from 0.0011 at zero angle of attack
w
to 0.0003 at 2° angle of attack. The smaller effectiveness of the heat
addition in reducing the pressure-drag coefficient for the angle of ?
attack of 2° stems from the fact that at this angIe of attack the drag —
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components of the pressureforces on the lower
% reduced because of the
stream direction. For
values shown in figure
attack the increase in
of attack of 2°, 5.0.
Effect of varyi%
orientation of the W-ing
5
surface of the wing are
with respect to the free-
the wing shape considered, the corresponding L/D
4(d) reflect this effect in that at zero angle of
L/D due to heat addition is 7.7 and at an angle
h+/C . - An amurai.salof the variation of the
.--,
aerodynamic coefficients w~th the in~~ial extent of the heat-addition
region A (fig. 1) normal to the wing surface hi/c is presented in
figure 5. The quantities plotted in figures S(a) and 5(d) are obtained
from the pressure distributions of examples 2 and 3, which are shown in
figures 2(b) and 2(c), respectively. The variation of the lift coeffi-
cient with the initial extent of heat addition normal to the surface
shows that the lift coefficient increase due to heat addition for
hi~c = 0.035 (example 3) is 0.0179 and the lift coefficient increase
for hi/c =0.07 (example 2) is 0.0302 (fig. S(a)). The increase in lift
coefficient provided by doubling the initial width of the heated stream
tube to 0.07 chord and, hence, doubli~ the”heat addition to the flow
is about 20 percent less than twice the lift coefficient increase for
L the heated stream tube of 0.035 chord. A similar result is obtained
for the moment coefficient (fig. 5(b)). The reduced mowication of the “
wing pressure distribution provided by the heat added to the flow at
*
stream tubeshaving the larger separation from the lower surface of the
wing is due in part to the smaller portion of the wing chord influenced. “
The first portion of the wing that appreciates the modifying effects
produced by the heat addition in these stream tubes lies along the Mach
lines from the point of initiation of heat addition. The titersection of
the Mach lines with the lower wing surface is downstream of the chord-
wise location of the initiation of the heat addition. The drag coeffi- .
cient decreases slightly as the initial extent of heat addition normal
to the surface is increased (fig. 5(c)). up to an ititial heated
stream-tube width of 0.07 chord the drag coefficient decreases linearly
with an increase in hi/c. However, because the variation of the drag
coefficient with h~/c is slight, the variation of L/D with the
initial extent of h~at addition n&mal to the surface given
ure 5(d) is quite similar to that of the Mft coefficient.
heated zone 0.035 chord in width, the increase in L/D due
addition is 3.2 as compared with 2.3 for the added increase
provided by broadening the heated region to 0.07 chord.
in fig-
For the
to heat
in L/D
Effect of varying chordwise extent of heat addition keeping constant
stagnation-temperatureratio.
- The effect on the aerodynamic parameters,
of changingthe chordwise extent of the heat-addition region is obtained8 from the results of examples”2 and5 (fig. 6)0 me cha~e in the chord-
wise extent of the heat-addition region while keeping constant the
.
stagnation-temperatureratio across the heated region is obtained by
—-..- -~
.—
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holding constant the initial width of the heat-addition region ~/c ,
and the value of the chordwise position where the heat addition is *“
initiated 4/c and by changing the value of the chordwise position of
the heat addition termination ~/c and the representative chordwise ,.-
rate of heat addition ~. In example 5 the total heat addition occurs -L_ “.
over a chordwise distance of 0.334 chord and in exangjle2, over a dis-
tance of 0.644 chord with the same value of x~’c and the same total
heat addition takiu Place in both casas. From figures 6(a) and 6(b) it .
is evident that the-mare restricted heat-aadition region of 0.334 chord iS
associated with greater effectiveness of the heat addition in increasing
the lift and the moment coefficients. When the heat-addition region,
extends for 0.644 chord the increased lift and moment coefficients are
78 p’ercentand 97,~ercentJ respectively, of the values corresponding to
the heat-addi.tion.region having a chordwise length of 0.334 chord. The.
greater ’effectivenessof the shorter heat-addition regions.stems largely
from the fact that the pressure rise associated with heat addition is
effective over an-increased portion of the wing chord when all the heat
addition is completed over an increased distance forward of the wing .
trailingedge.
The drag-coefficient-values (fi’g.6(c)) show that for the case of
heat addition over 0.334 chord the drag increases slightly over the case
for no heat addition, whereas the region of 0.644 chord provides a
reduced drag coefficient amounting to 96 percent of the drag associated
with no heat addition. Because the lift and drag coefficients decrease
with chordwise extension of the heat-addition region over the range con-
.-
sidered in this study at approximately the same rate, the lift-drag
ratio is constant with change of the length of the heat-addition region
(fig. 6(d)).
Effect of varying stagnation-temperatureratio Tf/TO with COIl-
stant chordwise heat-addition rate. - The wing pressure distributions
corresponding to examples 2 and 4 (table 1), given in figures 2(b) and “-
2(d), provide a fi’rstappraisal of how the aerodynamic coefficients are
affected by varying the chordwisp extent of”.theheat addition while
holding constant the chordwise rate of heat.addition. Thus, for both ‘
examples 2 and 4 the ratio of the final stagnation temperature to the
initial stagnation temperature Tf/To iS a_function only of the chord- ‘-
wise extent of the”heat-adtition region. The increase in lift coefficient
provided $y heat addition increases with an increase in stagnation-tem-
perature ratio (fig. 7(a)). On the other hand, the slope of the curve
showing the lift coefficient plotted a~inst Tf/To decreases with
increasing values of Tf/TO. Because the heat addition which occurs
close to the wing trailing edge can modify the wing pressure distribu---
tion over a correspondingly small percentage of the chord, the decline
in slope with increasing Tf/To of the CUZ%8 showing the llXt CQeffi-.
cient plotted against Tf/To can be expected for the mode of heat ‘
–[
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addition considered. If the heat addition is provided by the uniform
‘& co?ribustionof special fuels mixed with the air stream, the constant.
chordwise rate of heat addition is approximated. These results indicate
the desirability of completing the conibustionof the fuel over a short
chordwise distance and, as shown by the preceding section, as far
upstream along the chord as can be permitted. The moment coefficient
~ rises almost linearly with Tf/T in the Iimited range of Tf/TO
~: eqlored Znthis study (fig. 7(bY).
.
The drag coefficient plotted against Tf/To (fig. 7(c)) indicates
that no significant change in Cd occurs until the value of Tf/To of
1.16 is exceeded. This characteristic v=iation of Cd with Tf/To
and the declining rate of increase of Cd witi Tf/To C(Xlbi?10to giVe
the lift-drag-ratio curve of figure 7(d], which is almost linear with
Tf/To up to a value of 1.246.
Heat-Energy Considerations
Definition and significance of heat-addition coefficient. - In*
addition to a discussion of the manner in which the pressure ~s@ibu-
tion and aerodynamic coefficients are affectedly the heat addition to
. supersonic flow in a region adjacent to the lower surface of the wing,
a presentation of the manner in which the heat energy requirements vary
fo; the various examples considered in this
appendix B is presented a derivation of the
addition per unit”time snd unit span. This
—.
report is pertinent.‘ In
expres-sionfor the heat
equation has the form
where the”symbols are defined in appendix A.
It is convenient to consider
(equation (1)) as composed of two
C(to)l/2po Winch depnti .ay on
altitude. The second f’actoris
the expression for the quantity H“
factors. The first factor is
the chord of the wing and the”flight
._—. _
8 -@30NFIDEiTU& -
the terms of which are provided by the @aphical
field for a known wing profile, free-stream Mach
and program of heat addition. The quantity Cn
NAcARMEsl.K26
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solution of the flow
number, angle of attack, .
can be considered as a
heat:ad~tion coefficient which has-ihe &ens~ons, British thermal
units per second per pound per degree Rankine to the one-half power.
The convenience of this coefficient arises from the fact that the graphi-
cal solution for the flow around a given wing at a stated angle of
attack and prescribed manner of heat addition is a function of the free-
stream Mach number only. Flight altitude influences the terms PO and
(to)’12 only. The coefficients of heat addition for the six examples
considered are listed in table I.
The following illustrative calculation is given as an indication of
the usefulness of the coefficient of heat addition. From the graphical
solution of example 2 (table 1), which has ~ = 3.0, u = 20, ~/c =
0.3~6, ~/c =1.000, h~/c *0.07, Tf/T~=l.243, and C==O .0387,
the value of the heat addition H in terms of British thermal units per
second per unit span h
For a wing chord of 10 feet and a flight altitude of 100,000 feet
where, from the NACA standard atmosphere (reference 5)) P. = 22.4
pounds per square foot and to = 392.40 R, the value of H is
Using the NACA standard atmosphere at an altitude of 30,000 feet gives
Illustrative application. - In order to illustrate those circum-
stances under which a ram-jet-powered supersonic airplane can appreciate
a reduction in fuel consumption by utilizing the device of heat addition
to the wing flow, a simplified analysis is presented for a hypothetical
airplane in appendix C. The ram-jet-propelled airplane is assumed to
fly at 30,000 feet in level steady flight. The fuselage drag is assumed
to represent one-fourth of the total airplane drag, and the total wing
drag per unit span is taken to be the same whether or not heat addition
to the wing flow is employed. For the wi~- studied herein the pressure
.
.
..
.
.—
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drag is not influenced markedly by the wing-flow heat addition. The
. assumption regardingthe wing drag per unit span is therefore satis- ‘
factory as a first order approximation. Three-dimensional wing effects
are not considered in the analysis. A thrust.specific fuel consumption
of 3 pounds of fuel per hour per pound of thrust is charged to the ram
jet.
The results of the analysis of appendix C are summarized in table 1.
These results indicate that if the airplane lift-drag ratio is less than
a value from 3 to 4, depending on the quantity and mode of heat addition
to ~he wing flow, some fuel economy results from heat addition to the
wing flow.
In this illustrative exmgple the reduced wing area permittedby the
added lift provided by the heated wing flow Is responsible for drag
.
reduction which results in fuel economy. The airplane with and without
wing-flow heat addition is considered to fly at a Mach number of 3.0 and
an angle of attack of 2°. When heat addition to the flow is to be used
intermittently for short periods of added performance, the wing span is
fixed by the unheated flow condition. Airplane drag reduction with heat
-
addition to the flow results from the decreased drag associated with
flight at reduced angle of attack permittedby increased lift associ-
ated with heat addition.
. . .
CONCLUDING REMARKS
From a study of six graphical solutions which include free-stream
Mach numbers of 3.0 and 5.0, angles of attack of 0° and 2°, and various
parameters defining extent and amountof heat addition, the following
remarks may be made:
1. The addition of heat-to the two-dimensional supersonic flow .
adjacent to the lower surface of a 5-percent-thickness circular-arc
symmetrical airfoil produced a significant increase in the lift-drag
ratio of the wing, amounting to 1.67 times the unheated value at a free-
stream Mach number of 3.0 and an angle of attack of 2°. Similar trends
were noted for the lift-drag ratio “&ndthe moment coefficient.
2. In general, for the examples at an angle of attack of 2° and .-
free-stream Mach number of 3.0 the addition of heat to the region under-
neath the circular-arc symmetrical wi~.resulted in slightly decreased
pressure-drag coeffici~ts. This improvement in pressure drag maybe “
lost at higher angles of attack.. Because the effect of heat addition to
-.b
the flow on pressure drag is influenced to a marked degree by wing shape
and mode of heat distribution to the flow, general remarks on this sub-
.
ject cannot be made without further study.
. .
-=zm!9Y
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3. A preliminary analysis comparing the fuel consumption of a
supersonic ram jet indicated that at a free-stream Mach number of 3.0 i
and for airplane lift-drag ratios less t~n 4, some fuel saving was
achieved by utilizing the added lift provided by heat addition to the
wing flow. Under other circumstances this device may represent a useful
employment of waste engine heat or provide a ~ans of obtaining added
airplane speed for short periods of time.
—
Lewis Flight Propii.sionLaboratory h
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
Cleveland, Ohio
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SYMBOLS
The following symbols are used in this report:
region where the heat addition iS occurring
chord of airfoil, ft
coefficient of pressure drag .
%= ‘1/2 J Btucoefficient of heat addition,
()c to P.
(see)(lb)(OR)l/2
coefficient of lift .
& ( )/*C4 coefficient ~f momeritabout quarter-chord Mint ‘ .-
.
% specific heat
Cv .specific heat
D wing pressure
at constant pressure, I%u/(lb)(%)
at constant volume, Btu/(lb)(OF)
drag, lb
g acceleration due to gravity, ft/sec2 $
H time rate of heat addition per unit span, Btu/(sec)(ft)
hi initial extent of heat-addition region as measured from the
surface and approximately along the normal to the wing .
surface at that point, ft
.-
ho displacement of limiting streamline of heat addition traced - ‘“
upstream through shock wave, measured frcm leating edge of
wing in a direction normal to free-stream velocity, ft
L wing
l
M Mach
N Mach
.
lift,. l-b
number
number squared
.—. . .. ....
. . Cnu!’.M.umlmL .-+
12
.— _
—.-
@N-FmmTIq.J_-:r
P -staticpressure, lb/sq ft
R gas constant, ft-lb/(lb)(OR)
T total temperature, ‘R
NACA RM E51X26
.
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.
t static temperature, oR
v
w
velocity, ft/sec
c
-,
weight flow per unit span subjected to heat addition? —
lb/(sec)(ft)
:?
x horizontal coordinate of airfoil surface, parallel to chord
line, ft .
Y distance normal to surface of airfoil measured outward from
surface, ft
a wing angle of attack .-
—.— ..
T
?~
ratio of specific heats,
~/%
P density, slugs/cu ft
.
.
.— .——
Subscripts:
—
0 free-stresm conditions .-
—
f station where.heat addition is .te~inated
-
.-
—
i station where heat addition is begun . -—
..
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.
EWT-ADDITION EQUATION
The heat added to the flow is given by conventional relations as
H = wCp(Tf-To)
where w is the heated weight flow of air per unit span. .If the tidth
of the stresm tube involved in the addition of heat (fig. 1) is known at
the leading edge of the wing, the heated mass flow per unit span can be
expresse~ as
w= P@3v&fJ (B2)
where ~ (fig. 1) terminates on the limiting streamline of heat
G addition traced upstresm through the shock wave and is measured from
leading edge of the wing in a direction normal to the free-stresn
velocity. When the shape of the body departs from plane elements as
. illustrated in figure 1, however, the streamlines at station i are
parallel ariddetermination of ho is obtained with some work. The
the
not
graphical solution for the flow, however, does give the
Mach nruaberwith displacement normal to the streamlines
and the heated air weight flaw can be obtained directly
variation of
along station i
in the form
(B3)
where the subscript i refers to conditions at the station where heat
addition is begun and where the values of pi and vi are Constmt
over each ticrement of A(Yi/c). By means of the equation Qf state of
an ideal gas and the definition of Mach number, equation (B3) becomes
.
b
.
hi/c l/2
w=
m
m P+i) -1/2Nil/2d
o
F ()Yi (B4)T
—. . .
. .-
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With the substitution of equation (B4) in equation (Bl) the relation for
the heat added given in terms of Britis,hthemal units per second per
unit span is
.- “ -—
.“.
H=cp’Io(&lff [+)1’2p,(t.r’’’Nd(%J(%J
0, --
(B5)
From the relations
TO=t.(l++fo) r
.-
Szld
-1/2
tj, .t;’/2(l+~No)-’/2 (l+yN2)’/2 ._
equation (B5) becomes
l
H-~foy'2Po][(%r'2 cp(,+%.o)~2(~-l}${ ~)[Ni(.++.i)]~2A@ }](l)
,
--
. . ..-
.-
;
,
.
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APPENDIX c
.
CALCULATION OF ENERGY KEQ~ FOR SUPERSONIC AIWIANE WITH ,
AND WITHOUT HE&T ADDITION UNDERNEATH WING
Because of the marked gain in the ratio of lift to pressure drag
provided by heat addition to the flow, it is desirable to evaluate under
what circumstances an over-all advantage is obtained by tividing the
airplane fuel between the engine air flow and the wing air flow. In
order to tie a simplified analysis of this problem, the supersonic air-.
plsme involved is considered to have wings of rectangular plan form and
—
the two-dimension&l-wing aerodynamic coefficients are assumed to apply
over the entire wing span. The airplane is considered to be at an alti- ‘“ ‘-”
tude of 30,000 feet in level steady f~ght at a Mach”number of 3.O.with
an angle of attack of 2°. No weight penalty is considered associated
with the arrangements for adding heat to the wing flow$ A thrust
specific fuel consumption of 3 pounds of fuel.per pound thrust per hour
is charged to the ram-jet engine at’this flight Mach number.
.
For the airplane without heat addition underneath the wing, the
.
total fuel consumption in pounds of fuel per second may be expressed
Total fuel constugption
(no heat addition)
‘g (thrust sfc‘ate = ‘- 3600 )
‘g ()== i% (cl)
where
‘g gross weight of
(L/D)ai~l lift-drag rat+o
.
thrust Sfc thrust spectiic
airplane
of whole airplane .—. %
fuel consumption, lb ~h~ hr
For the airplane with heat addition underneath the wing of rectangular -.
. plan form having span b and chord c the total fuel consumption in
pounds of fuel per second maylbe expressed
.
-. .>
-.
*
16
where
%
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% ()1 + %TingTotal fuel consumption rate = ~L/D)*airpl 1200 % (C2) E(with heat addition)
,. —
heat value of fuel in British thermal units per pound
of fuel ,
(L/D) “aiml lift-dr&g ratio of whole airplane with heat addition
underneath its wing -“$—
m
‘he %ing is the value in British thermal units per second of the heat
addition needed to..obtain the desired total-temperature distribution
underneath a wing when the”problem has been’sin@ified by assuming that
.-
the two-dimensional-flowcharacteristicsof the problem considered in the
—
report apply to this rectangular wing of chard c and span b.
Because
%ing=~=
and
where
(cHc(toy2Po)
b ‘g
= cz*~c
b (C3) .
(C4)
-. —
CH coefficient of heat addition defined in appendix A
b span, ft
c chord, ft
H time rate of heat addition per unit span, Btu/(sec)(ft)
to free-streem
Po ,free-stresm
Cl* coefficient
% free-stresm
static air temperature ‘R
static pressure, lb/sq ft
*
of lift of wing with heat addition
—..
dynsmic pressure, lb/sq ft .—
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.
from eqpations (C2), (C3), and (C4) the total fuel consumption for the
v airplane with heat addition underneath the wing becomes –
Total fuel consumption rate = ~ ~ *‘g 1 +3
(with heat addition) airpl 1200. Qf
.
.
.
.
The definition of the wing spazf b in terms of the lift coeffi-
cient with heat addition automatically adjusts the wing span to account
for the increased ltit associated with heat addition. In order to make
a comparison of the performsnce of an airplane with and without heat
addition it is convenient to take the ratio of the total airpl&ne fuel
consumption with heat addition to that without heat addition as follows:
Total fuel consumption rate (with heat addition)
Total fuel consumption rate (without heat addition) = q
(C6)
In terms of fuel consumptim the performance of an airplane con-
figuration with heat addition underneath the wing is better than the
performance of a similar airplane without heat addltion underneath the
wing whenever the fuel consumptionratto q given by equation (C6) is ..
less than 1.
If it is assumed that all the airplane 13ft is obtained from the
wings, the fuselage drag is’the same for the cases with and without
heat addition to the wing air flow, the total drag (viscous drag plus
--
-,—-
pressure drag) per unit span of the wtng is also the same for both
cases, and the body drag is one-fourth of the total airplane drag at
~=3. O. Then
where
%ing drag of wing per unit span
‘g
cz~c
Spsllof wing, I)
(C7) -
-..
and
%Ody = 0.25 Dai~l
0.25 ‘g
—%= mczqoc
For the airplane with heat addition underneath the wing
‘~irpl = Zing + %Ody %ing -1-
NACA RME51K26
.
.
%ing
w
E+- 1 ’43 ~, ““”[ 1Wg%’q 1 11= D+iw + - —3 cz~c a = qoc q+zq (C8)-1qoc
Now because
‘airpl = %irpl = ‘g
the first te~ on the right side of equation (C6)
l
.—
,
.-
.—
is obtained as e :“
(C9)
and equation”(C6) becomes ,.-
()3%1T1 + 1200 ‘(L/D)airpl‘Zq+z Qf -@lqoc .(Clo) _
If the heat value of the fuel ~ is considered to be
18,700 British thermal units per poud ati,the relation.for H from ..... .-----
eqpation (1) is used in equation (C5),
()c1 1 cIi (Cll) _ - ._7 .:F+z + 0.207 ~ (L/D)ai~lz -1
.
where the values of ~ at ~ = 3.0 and--to at ~ altitude of “
30,000 feet are used.
.
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If the value of the lift-drag.ratioof a typical supersonic air-
plane configurationwithout heat addition underneath the wing is
assumed, then by use of equation (C6) the value of the total fuel con-
sumption ratio 7 is obtained when the progrsm of heat addition under-
neath the wing is specified.
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TAPLEI- VALUE30F GELME?I!WC, FLOW, ANOT13ERM(IOYWUUCP~
Ibmple yach Aagle of xi + ~ Tf coefficient of Maximum lift -drag
nunber attack ~
T -7 ~
heat addition ratio of airplsme
%
(:g) CH
for which fuel
(
Btu \ econcauy results
frm WiDg flow
(see) (lb) (%)1/~ heat adM&n
(a)
1 5.00 2 0.356 1.000 0.07 1.243 0.1660 ----
2 5.00 2 .356 1.003 .07 1.243 .0337 2.82
3 3.00 2 .356 1.(X)O .035 1.243 .0190 3.42
4 3.00 2 .356 .690 .07 1.126 .0201 3.76
5 3.00 2 .356 .690 ‘.07 1.243 .0387 3.53
6 3.00 0 .356 Lom .07 1.243 .0353 ----
—
?Ratio of body drag to airplme drag, 1/4; altitude, 30,000 ft.
t
l.:: [,” ,:I 1
,, ‘1, :
, , ,
.-
. ,
\
A =glon where the heat ed.dltionis occurring
B region of heatai flow, but without further
addition of heat content
C region of unheated flow
Figure 1. - Wing section InMcatlng gecmtric paramsterE of flow.
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Pi.$me 2. -
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@m’ci~ed. Wrfaoe Qre8mre dlatrltmticma qbtalned from &raphioal mlution when heat it! added in region
ad.iaoent i% lower wing surface.
1,
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w
Horizontal WorcUnate of airfoil aurfaoe/oiwrd, x/c
(o) _le 3: a, 2°; ~, 3.00; Tffio, 1.243; xdo, 0.336J Xf/C, 1.WU; h~c, 0.055.
~re 2. - Corltlnued. ‘surfaoe premmre dlotritutime obtained N- maphioal Bol.utlon when beat iB added in reslon
adjacent tm lower W* murface.
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H0ri20nta cmm.dlmteof eirfoll aurfm3e/OMrd, go
(d) Example 4: m, @; Ho, 5.!X7; T#TO, 1.126; aj/a, 0,?i561 Xf/0, 0.690; ~o, 0.07.
Figure 2. - Continued. 9UIV800 rmemura d.tutributiom obtained fmm graphloml eolution when heat in added in region
.adjaoent t-a lcwer wing mn%me.
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Fi&e 2. - Oonoluded. WIWaoe pensure dhtributionu obtained from w?aphioal aolutio.n whan heat i.B added in r+on
ad Jaoent ta lower wing mu.faoe.
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(a) Lift coefficient.
heat addition
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(b) Mmnent coefficient.
Figure 3. - Variation of aerodynamic coefficients with free-stream
Mach number. .._
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(c) Fressure-drsg coefficient.
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Figure 3. -
Free-stream Mach number, ~
(d) Lift-drag ratio.
concluded. Variation of aerodynamic
stream Mach nuniber.
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Example
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— Without heat addltion—
---- With heat addltlon
,03
,/0
A’
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[a) Lift coefficient. (b) Moment coefficient.
Angle of attack, a, deg
(c) Pressure-dragcoefficient.
.,: —
.
—
.–
,- Angle of attack,a, deg
(d) Lift-dragratio.
Figure 4. - Variationof aerodynemio aoefflcientswith angle of attack. ~
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Example
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.06— o No heat addition ,.
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(a) Lift coefficient. “’
-.03
1-
-.02 /
0
.“
(b) Moment coefficient.
(c) Pressure-dragcoefficient.
14
10
% .02 .04 .06 .0%
Initial extent of heat addlti-onnormal “to
surface, h~c
(d) Lift-drag ratio.
Figure 5. - Variationof aerodynamiccoeffi-
cients with initial extent of heat addition
normal ta surface.
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(b,)Moment coefficient.
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(c) Pressure-drag coefi?lclent.
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.—Chordwise extent-of heat addition, (Xf.-xi)/c
. . .. c-(d) Lift-drag ratio.
Figure 6. - Variation of aerodynamic coefficients with chordwise
concentrationof given quantity of heat addition. XilC, 0.356.
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0 No heat addition
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(a) Lift coefficient. .
.
(c) Pressure-drag coefficient.
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1.00 1.04 1.08 1.12 1.16 1.20 .1;24 1.
Ratio of final total temperature to free-stream total
temperature, T#To
(d) Lift-drag ratio.
Figure 7. - Variation of aerodynamic coefficients with stagnation-
temperature ratio Tf\To.
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